
Nouns.—There is apparently no grammatical gentler and no dual. The usual plural

suffix is id ; thus, dba-(d 9 fathers.

There is apparently great confusion in the use of the various case suffixes. Ke or kl

apparently corresponds to ken in Kitrku and denotes the dative and the locative. Thus,

dbchke, to the father ; khet~ke, in the field.

The suffix ktm corresponds to Hindi $e9 from, to ; thus, mahkvn9 from the property ;

hal'kim, to the servants (lie said).

The genitive is formed by adding one of the suffixes ke9 leu, n9
ne, and kd. Thus,

mdnchu-ke9 of a man ; dbd-n and dbd-ku, of the father ; dhol-ka 9
of drums.

The case of the agent is apparently formed by adding n or ne ; thus, bdehuran, by

the younger ; tiba-ne, by the father. The use of the case of the agent, and the suffixes

by means of which it is formed, are distinctly Aryan.

Numerals.—The numerals are given in the list of words. It will be seen that ird,

two; mothO) three ; ndlo9 four, are Dravidian. Bid}, one, perhaps corresponds to
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Kherwarl mit\ one. Compare Khassi wet, wi, one. Sir George Campbell gives bi, one,

from the Lakadong Khassi dialect. The remaining numerals are Aryan.

Pronouns.—The pronoun jo, I, is peculiar to the dialect. Inge, and in, my, seem
to be Munda forms. Ne

9 thou, on the other hand, is Dravidian. The final ma in

hmdar~kd~tnd, preparedst, on the other hand, looks like the suffixed form of the Munda
pronoun of the second person. Other pronouns are ho, hoytare, etar'e, he ; ifi, hoiti,

that ; ibnijt, own ; ndnl and neni$ who ? ndnko, what ?

Verbs.—The verb substantive is kd as in Kurku. In the third person tanke is

recorded. It is perhaps the same word as Santali taha-Jcan. The past is given as o, third

person ethe. In the specimen, however, we find td, was, were. The distinction between
the first and second persons on the one side and the third on the other is probably artificial.

The present tense of finite verbs is formed by adding gd ; thus, ughdin-gd, lives ;

kotfe-gd and kotto-ga, strikes. Instead of gd we also find kd ; thus, jere-kd, it is got.

Compare also tan-he, he is. Compare Kurku kd, is.

A present definite is formed by adding kddirih or kedinl ; thus, kotfo-kddim, I am
beating ; chardw-kedint, he is grazing. This form is, however, also used as a past ; thus,

chain-kedinl, they made merry.

The future seems to be identical with the present. The suffix gd or kd also occurs

as gen or ken. Thus, er-gd, I shall go; kotio-ken-kd and kohatu-ken, will strike; te-eken,

we shall eat ; ugdin-gen, we shall become. Note also kdyneke, I shall say.

The past time is expressed by means of several suffixes. In the case of transitive

verbs there is a tendency to introduce the passive or impersonal construction usual in

Aryan languages. Thus, hoytare-n dhan-mdl atdyd, him-by property was divided. The
suffix yd in kamdyd, was done ; atdyd, was dividecf, is perhaps also Aryan.

The most common suffixes of past time are as follows :
—

E or l is used in forms such as te-e, ate ; pat-l, came ; mdndt, said. It is apparently

identical with Kurku a, en. If this suffix originally ended in n, it is perhaps identical

with nn or nl in kdi-nu, kdi-rii, said. Compare the common u suffix in Bhili and

Khande£l.

A suffix jan or jd occurs in nafogay-jan, he became destitute ; khijhjd, he got

angry, and so forth. It seems to have a passive or intransitive force. Compare Kurku
en, jen andean, Mundarl/aw and yan.

A k suffix is used in forms such as nddtin-kd, spent ; char-ke, came ; tok»kt, kissed.

Similar forms are common in Kurku and other Munda dialects.

Other forms with the meaning of a past tense are te-gada, they were eating ; harpl-

dd, he was lost ; tdkogd-td, he was filling ; bettirl, he had died ; «rfi>7, he reached
;

ghdtdjerd, he was found ; kottojere, I had beaten, and so forth. Note also hunddr-kd-md,

preparedst.

The imperative is formed by adding the suffixes £or he ; thus, er-e, go; &?-££, give.

J?ehendtin-kd
t put on, looks like a future. Note the reduplicated form he-be, give.

The various tenses are apparently also used as participles. Compare gbldya, having

collected ; here, spending ; cher-ge, running ; pdt-kedinh while coming ; behke, having

arisen (Santali bereV-ka-td) ; uddtin-ka-md, when he had spent, and so forth.
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